
The NOVOFLEX PISTOCK-C is a multi-purpose applicable support that can optionally be used as chest- or shoulder support.
It is fit with a big bearing surface which is adjustable according to the camera type. 
Versatile possibilities of adjustability allow an infinite adjustment, depending on body height of the photographer or field of application.
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Chest- and shoulder support
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NOVOFLEX
N

Order code:  | pIsTocK-c
Length:  | 28 cm / 24 cm (11 inch / 9.5 inch) variable
Weigth:  | 450 grams (1 lb.)

NOVOFLEX Präzisionstechnik GmbH
Brahmsstrasse 7, D-87700 Memmingen
Telephone +49 8331 88 888, Fax +49 8331 47 174
mail@novoflex.de, www.novoflex.de

WITH COMPLIMENTS



Chest- and shoulder support
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

The belt (1) can be adjusted in its length. The snap 
hooks can be opened by pressing the notch and drawing 
back the plastic cover. after loosening the clamp screw 
(3), the support can be adjusted in its length, too.

By turning the clamp screw (4) several times to the left, 
the support can be adjusted by 90° to be used either 
as chest- or shoulder support. having locked the screw 
the adjusted position is fixed. depending on the body 
height of the photographer respectively the utilisation 
purpose, the joint can be adjusted as well.

The universal plate can be fixed in such a way that the 
optimal support for each camera equipment will be 
guaranteed.

(3) clamp screw for 
length adjustment

(6) connection bolt 
for the universal plate

(4) clamp screw for adjustment 
of the chest-/shoulder support

(5) joint with binding screw

(7) universal plate with 1/4 inch support screw 
for all 35 mm cameras, telephoto lenses,  
medium format cameras and video cameras.

(1) carrying- and holding 
belt with snap hook

(2) shoulder- or chest support

USED AS SHOULDER SUPPORT WITH QUICK RELEASE MINICONNECT (MC)

PISTOCK-C WITH QUICK RELEASE Q=MOUNT 
AND CLAMPING PLATE QPL 4

PISTOCK-C WITH QUICK RELEASE Q=MOUNT 
AND ANGLE BRACKET QPL-VERTIKAL

PISTOCK-C WITH QUICK RELEASE Q=MOUNT 
AND ANGLE BRACKET QPL-VERTIKAL

USED AS CHEST SUPPORT WITH QUICK RELEASE MINICONNECT (MC)


